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B fields in star forming regions

Significant fraction of energy density in molecular gas (Troland, Crutcher):

Comparable to kinetic energy, larger than thermal

Will hear about the effects on the dynamics within dense phases this

week.

What is the effect on the dynamics of interactions with hotter ISM

phases?
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MHD effects on ionization fronts?

Young massive stars ionize the surrounding neutral medium.

Resulting thermal energy input per unit mass comparable to initial

kinetic/magnetic energy.

Expect MHD effects on structures to be significant.

In-plane B Abe et al (1963), Okamoto (1968), Hill (1977), ... – but

dynamically equivalent to HD case

General angle Lasker (1966) presented jump conditions, only anal-

ysed them in low B limit.
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Ionization front jump conditions

As for non-magnetic IF, jump conditions same as for MHD shocks,

except

• Can assume isothermal on either side of front

• Front speed set by ionization propagation

[ρvz] = 0 (1)

[ρv2
z + p+B2

x/8π] = 0 (2)

[ρvzvx −BzBx/4π] = 0 (3)

[Bz] = 0 (4)

[vxBz − vzBx] = 0. (5)

⇒ quartic equation for jump across IF.
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Characteristic counts

Isolate ‘evolutionary’ solutions:

Weak types keep between characteristic velocities. Cf. hydro. IF,

get 4 types: R- and D-type for both fast and slow speeds.

Strong types flow passes through ≥ 1 characteristic velocity, due to

external constraints (thermal balance or divergence).
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Regions of weak solutions

⇒ Increasing field in direction of ionization ⇒

1

2

4

3

Lateral B parameter vs front Mach number – weak solutions are

shaded.

Classification: 1 – Fast-R; 2 – Fast-D; 3 – Slow-R; 4 – Slow D.
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1D hydrodynamic simulations

Dynamics of type transition – 1D, reducing ionizing field.
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1D hydrodynamic simulations

...can produce stable ‘extra-strong’ fronts.
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1D internal structures

Smooth solutions with approximate physics

Quasi-steady development of internal shocks at transition boundaries
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2D simulations

Effects of dense clump with initial uniform ionization.

Will Henney will be presenting detailed three-dimensional simulations.
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Stability of MHD IF

Surface instability Hydro IF have range of instabilities – likely MHD

will be worse... HD analysis already produces n20 polynomials!

Magnetic cushioning? Limits the compressibility of interstellar ma-

terial. Instability of high-B material removes support (cf Falle &

Hartquist), unless B is tangled.

Already obvious in the 1D IF analysis – exactly the role of slow-

mode shocks.

Slip-driven instabilities due to ion-neutral motion (e.g. in leading

shocks, cf Wardle; Tytarenko et al.). Regularised by turbulence?
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Slip stability

Neutral fluid slipping through MHD fluid.

Use differential gravity and linear drag to mock effects of ‘real physics’

Find linear mode instability at significant fraction of damping rate
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Slip – 2D dispersion curves

Ions (MHD) Slipping neutrals

Resonance somewhere for all slip rates and angles ⇒ instability.
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Development of slip instability

Two-fluid flow with differential acceleration on ions & neutrals

– development of slip driven instability.

Almost every astrophysical fluid is being accelerated, most are multi-

phase and magnetized ⇒ expect turbulence.

Magnetic fields are indeed the ‘Cosmic Agitator’.
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